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1. Introduction
The translation activity is not enough studied in philosophical reflection today. Studies of this 

direction have a lot of gaps together with numerous shortcomings in setting contacts in the literature 
field namely – in the interaction between creative unions of Ukrainian and Greek writers. And lan-
guage aspects are not studied at all, in particular, literature translation is little studied, especially the 
language combination: Ukrainian – Modern Greek – Ukrainian languages [1]. But it is extremely ur-
gent for emigrants, who went abroad for any cases. In this paper we’ll consider such important topics 
as: the importance of speaking translations in integration processes of migrant’s socialization in a for-
eign social space,  we’ll demonstrate the exchange of literature-culture achievements of the countries, 
we’ll prove that the problem of translations is worthy of the social-philosophical perspective and at the 
same time needs an interdisciplinary approach, we’ll demonstrate that this subject is closely connect-
ed with general questions of intercultural communication, we’ll determine the concrete “toolkit” of a 
translator, we’ll discover main determinants of the effective integration of a migrant in a foreign state 
culture due to the translation literature as a factor of penetration the social space. 

For integrating a foreign space, a migrant must first of all to plunge into another envi-
ronment and thinking-speaking. For understanding the culture of another nation, its values, to 
comprehend the life, manners and customs of a country, a migrant must, first of all, to familiar-
ize translations of masterpieces of the world level. The foreign outstanding poetic composition 
of Cretan literature of Middle Ages “Erotocritos” by V. Kornaros in the Ukrainian translation of  
V. Stepanenko, edited this year, that presents extremely brightly the history, life, customs and man-
ners of the Greek nation of the certain period, may serve an example. Communication and setting 
of intercultural connections, especially between Greece and Ukraine, is one of main components 
of literature translation. It is necessary to set a certain “language bridge”, due to which the full in-
volvement in another environment and step-by-step setting of connections between two countries 
is possible, and a migrant must give a useful contribution in the cultural development of both states. 

2. Literature review
Last studies and publications show us that the need in translation activity increases at the 

background of growing international contacts and global migration of the population. And for sat-
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The article deals with the importance of speech transmissions in the integration 
processes of socialization of migrants of the foreign social environment. The text 
explores the exchange of literary and cultural heritage and the philosophical context 
of being in a foreign environment. It has been proved, that the translation problem 
deserves a socio-philosophical perspective and at the same time requires an interdis-
ciplinary approach. This topic is closely related to the general issues of intercultural 
communication: the ability to listen, to empathize and logically formulate their own 
thoughts to an interlocutor. Identified the specific "Translator Toolkit" of a transla-
tor, the specifics and socio-cultural components of the activity and the peculiarities 
of creating the "Writer-Translator-Reader" Polylogue, disclosed the main determi-
nants and their solutions for the effective integration of the migrant into the culture 
of a foreign state through translation literature as a factor of infusion into the social 
environment.
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isfying the interest of nations in each other, people must set the exchange of cultural values. The 
authors just indicate: “The analysis of intercultural communication just in interconnection with 
the science about translation allows to consider the question of the role of translation in setting the 
adequate individuals’ comprehension of each other and information that must be given and to save 
the national and cultural identity at that” [2]. 

In Ukraine studies of the problematic of intercultural communication is still only at the 
formation stage, but gains more importance year by year because of globalization processes and 
intensive migration of Ukrainians [2]. The term “intercultural communication” is related to the no-
tion “dialog of cultures” and accents the formation of the new social space of culture and forms of 
free communication of people in it. Because just by the way of cultures dialog there takes place the 
identity, mutual understanding, interaction and mutual enrichment of nations [4]. The other author 
presents the term “intercultural communication” as a social phenomenon that is in a constructive 
or destructive interaction between representatives of different cultures within a distinctly outlined 
spatial-temporal continuum, where a person as a bearer of cultural peculiarities is in the center of 
intercultural interactions [5].

All these notions – “dialog of cultures”, “intercultural communication”, “translation ac-
tivity” – are closely interconnected. Translation crates the world community, spiritually inte-
grates and consolidates humankind, making separate achievements of nations the general contri-
bution. There takes place the intercultural communication – dialog of cultures. At the same time 
translation guards its own language, is a bearer of its own traditions, culture, originality [6]. Just 
translation, especially the written one, is used as a channel of the book or literature communica-
tion, through which the dialog of cultures, civilizations and the exchange of these achievements 
also take place [7, 8].

These studies show us that literature translation and its culture-creating potential plays 
the important role in life and integration involvement of a migrant into a foreign environment. 
The aforesaid authors correctly described the subjects from the theoretical point of view, but 
the problem is that these questions must be studied “from inside”. Just a person, who felt these 
problems in practice and was personally involved in the migrant environment, felt migrant 
life problems on his/her own, can define determinants of integration in a foreign space more 
practically. There is a sense to define a concrete “toolkit” of a translator, the specificity and 
socio-cultural components of his/her activity and peculiarities of creation of the “author-trans-
lator-reader” polylogue [9, 10].

«There is expressively traced in translation studies the philosophical-culturological ap-
proach to the phenomenon of art translation. The formulation of the problem of art translation as 
not especially linguistic, but also in the wide understanding as the sign transformation at different 
associative-cultural levels causes a lot of worldview-philosophical problems that must be today 
comprehended by representatives of most influential schools of translation studies” [3].

3. Aim and tasks of research
The aim of the research is to prove the intercultural creative value and powerful potential of 

translation, especially of the literature one, in the integration process of migrants’ socialization, to 
discover the mission of translators’ and writers’  unions in Ukraine and Greece in assisting migrants 
in their attempts to familiarize themselves in the foreign space, to report actual knowledge in the field 
of language, history, life, customs and manners, understanding of mentality of the nations. 

The following tasks were set for attaining this aim: 
1. To study the importance of speaking translations in integration processes of migrants’ 

socialization in the foreign social space. 
2. To demonstrate working methods and originality of a translator in migrants’ integration. 
3. To determine functions of translation and their importance in the culture-creative space. 
4. To study how the notions “dialog of cultures”, “translation activity” and “intercultural 

communication” are connected with each other and influence integration process of migrants’ 
socialization.

5. To explain the term “language originality, “exclusive language” and to study peculiarities 
of the translation process in the activity of Ukrainian and Greek writers. 

6. To determine, what is migrants’ integration, what it is needed for, and its main functions. 
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7. To prove the importance of the inrush in literature circles of Ukraine and Greece, the 
mission of writers’ and translators’ unions of Ukraine and Greece in familiarization of the foreign 
space, languages, history, mentality by migrants due to the translation activity.

4. Materials and methods
Translation is a distinct presentation of a certain material by another language. Literature 

translation is a mirror reflection of a literature work by another language with keeping logic, 
melody and spiritual richness of a text. Translations are certainly written and oral. Oral trans-
lation is difficult, because a translator must orient in situations fast, a certain expensive appa-
ratuses are needed in some cases, translator’s services are usually rather expensive, especially, 
in case of such rare language as Modern Greek. Written translation has its advantages, because 
there is a possibility to think, to spend time, to use vocabularies. If it concerns a translation from 
a foreign language into the native one – it is a simpler variant, but if there is a translation from 
the native language into a foreign one – it is a great flow of work with attaching certain functions 
and assistants, and not every translator can cope with it well. But the global mission of a litera-
ture translator is in setting bridges of interaction and mutual enrichments of cultures of the world 
nations. It is a powerful instrument of communication and reporting of a cultural heritage and 
lifestyle, thinking to another speaking reader, migrant, instrument of the intensive entrance to 
another speaking space. A translator can perform his/her exclusive mission for transfer through 
translation and to give a migrant all necessary information, its mental layers as full as possible 
for the intensive integration in the environment.

The certain translation functions are used for that: assessing-educative, cognitive, gen-
eral cultural, communicative and social. The assessing-educative function of translation is 
oriented on absolute general human values, the cognitive one is realized through cognition, 
studying of the surrounding world, the general cultural is connected with an esthetic context, 
the communicative function is in the mean of intercultural communication, the social one is 
traced in texts and spheres of political, cultural, economic cooperation between cultures of 
different nations [11].

That is why, the notions “dialog of cultures”, “translation activity” and “intercultural com-
munication” have the common component. The intercultural communication is impossible without 
the translation activity, and the cultures dialog is impossible without communication. It especially 
concerns exclusive that is rare languages, in particular, Modern Greek one.  

For today only works of T. Shevchenko and several other classics of Ukrainian literature 
are partially translated from Ukrainian into Modern Greek. A translation of Ukrainian leading 
writers and the more so modern prosaists and poets is absent in Greece. It is caused by the exclu-
sive character of the Modern Greek language, its complicacy and lack of high-quality translators 
from Ukrainian to Modern Greek and from Modern Greek to Ukrainian (according to reports 
of the National union of writers of Ukraine and the article by Nataly Terentieva “Ukrainian-
Greek cultural connections: formation and cultural life of the diaspora in Greece” [13]).  
But this year practice has demonstrated that due to migration and internal work, this direction 
has become to progress [14, 15]. There has begun the exchange of literature achievements due 
to the National unions of writers of Ukraine and Greece, which initiators are Ilias Papacon-
stantinou, Oksana Tereschenko and Maria Vorobey. There was conducted a series of mutual 
festivals, meetings, presentations, made translations of the Ukrainian classics: T. Shevchenko, 
L. Ukrainka, I. Franko, G. Skovoroda, and also Greek coryphaeuses: Yorgos Seferis, Odys-
seus Elytis, Nikos Kazantzakis and other – this all is being done and is being planned to do 
in further. It is necessary to prepare editions of books in two languages, to conduct literary 
readings in two languages together with migrants, to open literature-translation circles (off- or 
online) at participation of native writers of different countries and translators-migrants, to set 
high-quality and close contacts between the countries, to cooperate between unions of literary 
translators. All these processes and factors will give a migrant a possibility to integrate in the 
foreign environment, because integration it is a certain involvement of an individual to another 
society, the full acceptance of its law and rules by him/her and their effective use. And the 
effective integration is impossible without knowledge about the culture, ethic contribution of 
another nation and cultural exchange. 
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5. Research results and their discussion 
The translation activity is a necessary component of social integration of migrants. The study 

of the culture of the society, alien till this time, orientation in the foreign environment facilitate 
their integration in the foreign social space. Let’s note that in June of this year in Kyiv for the first 
time of independence “The anthology of modern Greek poetry”, translated into Ukrainian from 
Modern Greek by Oksana Tereschenko, was presented in the National Union of Ukrainian Writers 
in one of antique halls at presence of Greek and Ukrainian modern poets. Greek poets-signers 
demonstrate in their works the same desires, pain, love, connected by feelings with the Ukrainian 
today. They are very familiar to a Ukrainian reader. Ukrainian works agitate the Greek audience 
too. Thus, translations from the Modern Greek language into Ukrainian and presentation in Kyiv 
inspired poets and the Union of Writers of Greece to create an anthology of Ukrainian poets and to 
present it in Athens. These events caused a great interest and discussion in the diasporas of Greece 
and Ukraine among migrants that favored closer connections between the nations, historically 
connected by thousand years. The embassies of Ukraine and Greece actively support such cooper-
ation and in every way favor the development of intercultural communication of the two nations. 
Thus, there takes place the exchange of knowledge of the languages, history, custom and manners, 
understanding of mentality and integration in the cultural-social life of the two countries. It results 
in novelty and promising prognoses of the study. 

At that let’s note, that T. Tsymbal writes about a migrant as a tragic personality, living far 
from the motherland, not uselessly. Emigration becomes a special tragedy for creative persons, 
artists [12]. But we have another impression from successful Ukrainians, gained a good glory 
abroad, made a successful career, make a favorite business and enjoy it. We have demonstrated 
the mission of writers’ and translators’ unions of Ukraine and Greece in favoring migrants in 
their integration in the foreign space. But we can agree with T. Tsymbal that nostalgia for the 
motherland will be always a leading problem of both migrants’ life and literary works. So, mi-
grants’ entrance in the foreign social space through literary translations and international cultur-
al connections open prospects of philosophical reflection about migrant’s personal socialization 
and his/her socio-cultural evolution.  

6. Conclusions
1. The importance of speaking translations in integration processes of migrants’ social-

ization in the foreign social space has been studied. A conclusion can be made that speaking 
translations positively influence the development and fast integration of migrants in the foreign 
environment. 

2. The translator’s working methods have been demonstrated and originality in the process 
of migrants’ integration has been proved. These methods gave migrants a possibility to feel them-
selves more confident in the foreign environment, to understand how to act in certain situations. 

3. The translation functions and their importance in the culture-creating space: assess-
ing-educative, cognitive, general cultural, communicative and social that help migrants to orient in 
both Greece and Ukraine, to integrate and to be useful for a society have been determined. 

4. It has been explained how the notions “dialog of cultures”, “translation activity” and “in-
tercultural communication” are connected with each other and influence the migrants’ integration 
process. Such notions as “dialog of cultures”, “translation activity” and “intercultural communi-
cation” have the common component. The intercultural communication is impossible without the 
translation activity, and the cultures dialog is impossible without communication. The intercultural 
communication is impossible without the translation activity, and the cultures dialog is impossible 
without communication. 

5. The term “exclusive language” is explained. There is also studied the translation process 
on the examples of Ukrainian and Greek writers in the foreign translation. Exceptional or “exclu-
sive language” is a rare one. And it is very useful, when Ukrainian emigrants depart for any cases 
to such countries as, for example, Greece – it is important to facilitate integration in the society by 
the translation activity, by both oral and written translation. 

6. Migrants’ integration it is the entrance and adaptation of an individual in the foreign 
space, it is needed for the full-value communication by studying the language, culture, customs 
and manners for being useful for both foreign society and native country. This definition is very 
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useful for Ukrainian migrants for deciding either stay in the foreign country or to return back in 
Ukraine with time. 

7. Due to the inrush in literary circles of Ukraine and Greece, we have proved the novelty of 
this study and importance of speaking translations in integration processes of migrants’ socializa-
tion in the foreign social space. We have shown the exchange of literature-culture achievements of 
the countries. We have proved that the problem of translations is worthy of the social-philosophical 
perspective and at the same time needs the interdisciplinary approach 
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